
We connect architects, developers, collectors and 
place makers with artists, managing all aspects of 
sculpture acquisition from conception, fabrication to 
installation.



Through our collaborative approach with 
artists, we can ensure that your artwork will 
resonate with site and audience.

At Sculpture Co. we are dedicated to the continued growth of the rich and diverse cultural fabric 
of our public and private spaces. Our team of passionate artists, fabricators, designers and curators 
share their wealth of knowledge and experience, delivering sculpture to the highest possible quality 
and standards. 

We manage all elements of your project including:

 . Advice and consultation  
 . Artist selection and liaising  
 . Project management, including budget estimation  
 . Sculpture fabrication across a broad range of materials   
 . Delivery and installation 

   Jason Waterhouse  - Tap   Geoffrey Ricardo - Sculpture Patination  



At Sculpture Co. we have an extensive history 
of fabricating sculptures for artists. 

We have delivered small scale exhibition sculptures through to monumental works across a broad 
range of materials.

We specialise in fabrication of sculpture in:

 . Lost wax and sand casting in bronze and other metals  
 . Steel fabrication, including high finish stainless steel  
 . Polymers, resin and fibreglass  
 . 2-Pac automotive finishes and powder coating  
 . 3D Scanning and CNC milling  
 . Scaling up works from maquettes  
 . New technologies and experimental materials 

Whether you are looking for an editioned sculpture, or a unique site-specific artwork, the team at 
Sculpture Co. can manage your project.

We Make It.

    Fabrication - Fundere Foundry - Melbourne



The team at Sculpture Co. share a strong history of art curation and development of private and 
public collections.  We have successfully collaborated with national and international artists, 
facilitated and fabricated their major art projects across a broad range of materials and scales. 

If your project requires a sculpture that is site-specific, we can manage all elements of the 
commissioning process, including supporting your tender proposals with concepts and ideas.

At  Sculpture Co. we have in stock an exclusive range of limited edition sculptures available for 
immediate purchase, by some of Australia’s most highly respected artists.

A team of skilled creatives that love to 
problem solve.

   Through the wind and water, 2022 - Dennis Golding    iuk bagurrk gunga, 2023 - Aunty Kim

   ‘MoU: Museum of unbelongings’ rotating vitrine, 2023 - Mithu Sen    Goolamwin, 2023 - Cameron Robbins



Contact us to discuss your sculpture requirements, 
arrange a viewing of available works, or make 
an appointment for a tour of our foundry and 
manufacturing facilities.

General enquiries : 
info@sculptureco.net

    Tom Borgas -  Artist Rendering

Sculpture Foundry Manager : 
Cameron McIndoe
(+61) 0403 705 290

Sculpture Fabrication Manager : 
Jason Waterhouse
(+61) 0402 313 631

sculptureco.net

27-29 Western Ave.
Sunshine 
VIC, 3020
Australia

Sculpture Co. respectfully acknowledges the Wurundjeri people, the traditional custodians of the land where we 
make and pays respect to Elders both past, present and future.


